
INTRODUCTION
Di�erent communication channels and standards between 
banks and corporations makes the payment process time-con-
suming, more complicated, vulnerable to various �nancial and 
operational risks. Banks make use of back-o�ce systems to 
manage their money transfers and related �nancial exchanges 
with external parties. �ese �nancial operations require the 
interaction with many third-party channels and the use of 
diverse communication standards, which is most o�en not 
supported by the back-o�ce system.

Many corporates today still use traditional methods to process 
their payments (fax, email, �le transfer, telephone). However, 
employees �nd it hard to track on-going transactions and learn 
about their status and the overall payment/collection process 
lacks automation which makes each subsequent task requires a 
manual intervention to be executed. �is consequently results 
in reduced productivity and e�ciency. Moreover, operational 
and �nancial risks rise as a result of delays in payments, 
complex audit, non-compliance, absence of visibility, unmet 
SLA & incurred penalties, and degraded QoS.

Addressing these challenges, AEG has developed a Corporate 
Payment System (CPS) application in the quest of making the 
process automated and optimized to the best interest of its 
clients.

OVERVIEW
AEG CPS allows the serving bank and consequently the corpo-
rate to automate the payment process from end to end, which 
results in reducing the work-load on employees and increasing 
their productivity. �e solution helps unifying the way �nancial 
transactions are initiated and processed regardless diverse 
underlying communication protocols and delivery channels, 
and is capable of handling payment instructions in di�erent 
formats and standards. It also performs all necessary check-ups 
on incoming instructions and automatically re-adjusts them if 
needed so they become compliant and ready to be further 
processed. Moreover, AEG CPS interface allows corporate users 
and banks’ admins to monitor and track on-going payments so 

they get executed on time, thus avoiding payments delays and 
penalties, and ensuring a high level of SLA. AEG CPS features a 
smart noti�cation service set to automatically send noti�cations 
to users informing them about the status of critical payments, so 
they take quick action. �e solution o�ers great �exibility as it 
can easily integrate with various delivery channels and existing 
business applications, and great scalability as it can be extended 
to cover as many message-types whenever needed.

HOW IT WORKS
AEG CPS is a web-based application. It is accessible from any 
web browser and o�ers a very user-friendly and interactive 
interface to enrich user’s experience and to enhance productivi-
ty. �e multi-user interface is used to perform all sorts of tasks: 
data entry, multi-level decision making for transaction process-
ing, monitoring, reporting and logging. Di�erent application 
components and modules (Noti�cation, Scheduler, Security, 
Integration, etc.) are all accessible and con�gurable from within 
the interface as well.

A comprehensive 
solution that is fully 

compatible with the 
ISO20022 and SWIFT 

FIN standards

FEATURES
Web-based

SWIFT standards compliant – FIN messages for corporate 
based on: MT 101, MT 103, MT 900, MT 910, MT 940, MT 942

Financial services messaging compliant - UNIFI (ISO 20022) 
for corporate based transactions pain.001.01.03, pain.002.01.03, 
camt.053.01.03, camt.054.01.03

Integrates with delivery interfaces (SWIFT, Instant payment 
Interfaces, RTGS Interfaces, Clear Interfaces)

Can interface with back-end (Business Applications)

Integration capabilities via web services, batch mode and SOAP

Transform message correspondences between formats

Performs core banking posting

Allows full STP capability

Allows manual control operations under certain criteria

Provides ISO 20022 validator

Provides interface for corporates to monitor transaction �ow 
and status

Supports delivery channel’s cuto� time

Can perform VAT / Commission calculation and posting

Event logging: All actions and events are recoded in the 
database for review or error checking

Security: uses messages security layer “Local Authentication 
Unit” codes to secure the transfer of messages and �les 
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